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INTRODUCTION
I may have been twelve or thirteen; it was early spring or
late fall- in any case it was nasty outside, cold and dampand I bad a had sore throat. Although Mother wrapped my
neck with cloths filled with heated bran. I felt sick and my
only true comfort was the radio by my bedside.
A radio receiver in those days was not nearly as routine
as it is today, and although I had previously explored the

device inside out, it was only now that I began to grasp the
actual benefits of that magical little box . I didn't feel like
reading, so I listened to the radio from morning till night. I
enjoyed the feeling that even though I had to stay in bed, I
was still being informed .about absolutely everything. Those
fourteen days of being cut off from the world while still
feeling that I bad an intimate connection with it left a deep
and lasting impression on me.
I heard architecture discussed for the first time on that
radio. The lecturer defined architecture as a kind of ground
plan of life, which I have believed from that day to this. The
lecturer characterized an architect as one who has to know
absolutely everything about human 8(:\ivity and life itself. I
have always gravitated toward synthesis in everything (even
allcr the most self-destructive analysis). So, at an age when
I wanted to be a painter, philosopher, engineer, and even an
inventor, chance provided me with the glo wing, comforting

assurance that I could be all those things if only I were
a good architect.
.
It's no surprise, therefore, that soon my most admJrcd
idols became Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and all
lhcir Renaissance peers. They remain so today because I'm
convinced that encoded within them are all the significant
meanings of human existence. I was almost forty when I
fi.TS\ stood face to face with them in Italy, but I realized that
not until that moment had I begun to understand the
immortality and infmite possibilities of the human spirit.
The Sistine Chapel was just in the prooess of repair and I
was allowed to climb the scaffolding for a close look. And

there, a little above me, I could see Ad.am 's band just
separating from the fmgcrs of the Creator, as if the spark of
life were still quivering between them. I stood thunderstruck
atlhc idea of a painter lying on his back, a candle glued to
his forehead, and painting a fmal version directly into the
wet plaster, as if writing his message to future generations.
And all tbe more so in Florence in the Buonorotti Gallery
with the torsos of Michelangelo! Never before and never
since have I bad a more intense feeling of being allowed to
participate in the mystery of the origin of a work of art.

The stones that were s imultaneously statues revealed not
only the intimate dialogue of sculptor and matter, but also
bis stubborn, often tortured seeking for the heart of that
stone. And never have I been more convinced that bidden
within every work of art is a force that can allow a person to
glimpse the secret of life.

be designer's participation in production
bas had the most varied designations.
The Germans and we Czechs, following
them, have referred to stage "outfitting"
(Ausslattung or Vyprava, respectively);
in English-speaking countries "stage
design" is the usual term; in France,
"dccOI'lltion." These terms reduce a designer's collaboration
to "framing" the dramatic work, rather than sharing in its
complete creation. But if we consider lhe experiences and
history of Italian theatre and its designers (e.g., Serlio,
PaUadio, and Galla da Bibiena), we discover that they were
joint authors of the theatrical action. Without their

"marvels," drama could not have taken place in its full
expressiveness and significance, and Italian theatre -..-ould
have been the poorer. To render a more precise, more
complete, and more meaningful designation of our artistic
role, I prefer the term "scenography."
In 1911 Josef Capek wrote, "The true modem sensibility

is a real lover of speed. It seems to me that quickness of
perception has boeomc a form of aesthetic value for modem
man." If this applied that many years ago to painting, it
applied and still applies all the more to scenography, which
works with kinetic images distributed in space and in tho
flow of time. Moreover, creative scenography cannot be
done for its own sake; you must have fellow workers who
have a sense of partnership with scenography.
It's necessary for the entire theatrical team to have a
collective perception of space, movement. rhythm, and time
during the work's preparation. Several important things take
place during Ibis period: the creative shaping of various
spaces, and the development of certain relationships-

between details and the whole, between objects and
subjects, between the live, corporeal stage action and
pe~ha~s film or other technologies. Without a thorough
wetgbing of such antithetical forces, and without a willing
acceptance of assignments by the individual production
components, you cannot prepare a production "program."
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An effective program always comes about by agreement
The preparation of a theatre production reminds me of an
orchestra tuning up. The players must bring their
instruments lo peak performance level; lhcn lhe conductor
arrives and a unified whole emerges.
I helped to formulate an overall program twice in my
life: immediately after the war at the Theatre of the FiJih of
May and later at the National Theatre. These programs
encompassed only what flowed from the personal

the principle of collage. For example, painted flats were
joined with fragile, spatially conceived skeletal
constructions, until by degrees there emerged an abstract
spatial composition shaped by light The composition
balanced on the very border between an actual object and its
painted reproduction. Indeed, some of my early postwar
scenic proposals emerged along these lines. For example,
The Tales of Hoffmann and, later, The Devi/'s Wall
employed skeletal constructions in conjunction with painted

involvement of all who shared in them. Our fundamental
starting point was the awareness that theatre is
a collective art.
After the war, we all felt a driving need to continue from
where the prewar avant-gardc prematurely len oiT. We
wanted to develop their discovery of dramatic space. But
concurrent with this linkage to the past, we were already
searching for our own new alphabet, namely the Jaws
relating to the movement and transformation of
scenography during the flow of dramatic action.
In the formal sense, our work was viztually idcnt.ical with
our prewar models. In principle, however, we shifted our
attention from a concern with a coherent whole to its
seemingly estranged parts. Further variations then included

pictures; it was, in cffcc~ a ncar equivalency if not identity
of clements.
My work was, of course, not without precedent. When I
did my very first serious scenography during the war for
Empedocles, Franti§ck Salzer called my work Tairovian.
The name meant little 1o me at that time. I had only a foggy
sense of Tairov's theory of an unchained theatre. At the
time, Tairov was inaccessible to me, and yet I seemed to
absorb his influence.
Just as there is a law of the conservation of energy,
there's also a law that the accumulated experiences and
discoveries of a given generation produce a certain psychic
energy that begins to permeate the culture at large. Through
literature and painting, like X-rays, it even reaches people
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F~'r
who live in isolation. Nothing is oompletely lost. And one
day the effect of such experiences and disooveries begins to
spread like the flow of lava, creating new conventions of
seeing and perception for a given age.
In my postwar productions, as well, I must have
subconsciously reflected Tairov's conceptions. Of oourse,
there was one fundamental difference. I proceeded to
unoouple skeletal construction from pictorial image. I made
of them two antithetical elements so contrasting that one
denied (in fact, exctuded) the other. And if they did create a
whole, then it was a distinctly artificial whole. I made no
attempt at a synthesis or a homogeneous form. My
directorial collaborators in the Theatre of the Fifth of May
did exactly the same. They shattered the illusionistic
pseudo-<:oherence of theatre, de-articulated its individual
genres, with which we could then freely build, handling
them oontrapuntally, or merging realities that at first glance
seemed inoompatible- the past with the present, historical
styles with elements of modem civilization. We played out
the whole scale of genres from tragedy and grand opera to
grotesque farce and fairground frolic. It enabled us to work
with the elementary oomponcnts of theatre and to parody
theatre with theatre.' Our youthful program was indeed that
simple. We were for expressive suggestiveness and against
illusionism. Moreover, ours was a theatre of spotlights, not
atmospheric, mystic illumination.
It was also generally said of our early work that we drew
from impressionism. That, of course, is !rue; it would be
foolish to deny the influence of impressionistic painting.
Whatever the school or style of painting might be,
scenography has a special, paradoxical, relationship to it.

After all, it's perfectly possible that certain subjects which
have the effect of obvious anachronism or anomaly
in a painting may become surprisingly authentic and
relevant on stage.
Light, for example. The impressionists discovered ~t for
painting, and modem painting subsequently reJected 11 ~or
its illusionism, but without exhaushng all of 1ts
possibilities. Light bas remained an inexhaustible and
unending inspiration for my work.
From the very beginning, I naturally searched,
consciously and unconsciously, for my own method of
work. Of course, it required self-recognition. For example,
I've known for a long time that I work best when time is
critically short, when I have to make decisions quickly and
defmitively. This very risky method depends strictly on
feeling and instinct, with thought becoming a spontaneous
reflex, as in self-defense. It's like a great improvisation,
which would, of course, be an irremediable disaster if it
were not hacked up by many years of carefully thought
through and tenacious work.
Sometimes, perhaps as a reward, you're helped by pure
chance, or, perhaps more precisely, a sudden insight, at
which point I'm always amazed at bow much I didn't see
because I was staring too bard. Does the impulse to
"insight" come from the outside or has it Jain within me for
a long time like an unexposed f!lrn which developed on its
own? All such insights and accidents are, of course, usable
only to the extent that they have objective validity at the
given moment. Columbus's discovery of America was,
according to the Surrealists, an "objective accident." Every
banality is fulJ of miracles that can be seen only by one who
is able to give them order and form and a logical
place in his work.
Giotto wanted to paint the foam on the mouth of a mad
dog on one of his frescoes. He tried it ten times, twenty
times, and then furiously flung a sponge at the abortive
spot. The sponge, soaked with color, created a porous mass
of foam on the wall, exactly what the painter had imagined.
Or Delacroix. Almost unconsciously he stopped in Saint
Sulpice square, flooded in sunshine, and observed a boy
climbing the statues in a fountain. Suddenly be became
aware of what he was seeing: a dark orange color in the
light, the most vivid violet at the edges of the shadows, and
golden reflections in the shadows cast on the ground. The
orange and the violet alternated, sometimes blended; the
golden tone was seemingly tinged with green. He noted this
precisely in his diary long before impressionism.
Think of the number of people who strolled the paths of
autumnal parks long before the painter who "disoovered"
rays of sunlight among the branches of the trees and the
shifting net of shadows on the ground! It's just that the frrst
impressionist was able to record his vision with the aid of
Delacroix 's colors, assess the value of the optical perception
that maintains our contact with the world, demonstrate the
significance of the surface of things, and determine rules for
the play of colored aod black spots which join on the retina
of the eye and become transformed into a fmal atmospheric,
illusionistic form . He thereby solved the puzzle of the
changes in colors as they join. I think it's a miracle each
time I join blue and yellow pigment on my palette and the
result is green. Or when I blend red, green, and blue light
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from three spotlights aimed so as to overlap each other
precisely on a white surface and the result is white.
Even loday, I regard the return to the impressiorusts as
logical, not anachronistic, especially in theatre. Aflcr all, the
greatest problem in theatre from the beginning has been
light, form, and movement, which joins them and those
are the primary problems of impressionism. But it's not
only a matter of labels; one problem necessarily calls up a
second, a third. Moreover, it's possible to learn from
completely different, WlCXpccted sources.
For example, llelmhe>ltz, Metzger, and other physicists
also thoroughly studiod these problems. Tiley established a
scale of brightness which we can register optically. They
verified the adaptable and apperceptive capabilities of the
human eye. They also experimented with color, with
perspective, and with optical illusions, as if they were
imitating Giorgio Vasari. They alternated red squares with
gray ones-and the red squares seemed to come forward,
whereas the sides of the squares, placed at a diagonal,
seemed to collapse.
The human eye can estimate the absolute size of an
illuminated surface only with difficulty. It is far better at
estimating the contrast between the illumination of two
neighboring surfaces or the contrast of two separate
illuminations, one a Ocr the other.
Impressionism has within it links to the Baroque, to
romanticism, to illusionism, and so on. But it is also the
beginning of modern ar t because it is precisely in
impressionism that, after a long interval, art begins to
collaborate with science once again.
This union of art and science is essential and vitally
necessary for our time. It provides an with a rational basis
and helps us to carry our investigations funher. If I need a
cylinder of light on stage with a dispersion of less than one
degree at its base, I need to gather an entire scicnti!ic and
technical team to construct such a cylinder. Only with such
a team were we able to put together a hollow cylinder of
light for Tristan and Isolde in Cologne in 1969.2
The same approach was necessary for experiments with
variations of mirror rcneclions or sculpturesque effects by
means of lighting. At the time I worked mainly with white,
daytime light. I was concernod with its form; 1 worked with
it as if it were a substance, a mass. When I wanted a figure
10 disappear suddenly from the stage, I needed to solve the
technical question of bow to tum spotlights on and off as
quickly and precisely as a shot from a riOc. We furnished
the spotlights with shutters of the kind that are found in
cameras, and we established their most effective exposure at
one -fifth of a second. N one of these discoveries resulted
from caprice, nor did we solve any task in an offhand
manner. The reason was always dramatic necessity.
ln 1958 I was asked the question on a survey, "Does
modem technology belong in modem theatre in the same
way that an elevator belongs in a modem house?" I thought
the question was posed entirely incorrec:Uy. WhethcT or not
technology belongs in theatre isn't an issue at all there can
be no doubt that it docs- but what function docs it have in
il, and how docs it function in the dramatic work? And you
can't answer that with a formula.
Some eras have searched for fonnulas, needless to say
without success. II is perhaps already clear thai you can't do

static theatre, in which scenery rigidly gates down on
actions played out within its space. After all, what is
actually !ixcd in the stream of life? Is a room in which
someone declares love the same as a room in which
someone is dying? By the same token, a summer pond with
an unending horizon is not transformed solely by the
atmosphere of the day, but primarily by the gaze of those
who stand on its shores. Gordon Craig once explained it in a
note that actually foreshadowed his design drama, The
Stairs: "liave you ever been in love and had the feeling that
the street before you suddenly expands, that houses grow,
sing, lose themselves, and it seems to you that the street
darkens drastically, levitates, and becomes transformed into
a cloud? In reality you were walking along an ordinary
street-or so everyone claims, but it's n lie, don't believe
them, keep faith in your own truth , which is the
truth of ecstasy."
But we arc able to perceive truth and understand it only
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In other \\ON>. aherc·, more truth and honest) m con.ci<>U'
artifice than m a tradatlonal 111usaon ofreaht).
At the Theatre of the fifth of May we knew 11 wa'
possible to fnbr~cnte most everything on stage. but we
ne 1 enhcless :11 oidcd any products of nature. 1 he
possibi lities for creating illusion on the stage aren't '.' early
as great as the ncorcalistie aesthetic of the 1930s believed.
Morco 1 er. such po,s1b1htics certainly don't remaan stable:
they vary accordmg to eras. Actually. thcat~ from 11> 'cry
origin has been coping "uh the d1lcmma of allus10msm and
anti-illusaomsm The ancl1nation to\\atd one or the other
pole al" a)s meant a change m style.
John Phahp Kemble and Charles Kean staked e1cl)thmg
on stage machanery and illusionistic spectacle. "h1lc 10
reaction tO them the antl-illusiom:,uc mo1ement fou£}11 for
the rehab1htat10n of Shake~peare under the leadcr,hap of
Karl Z1mmermann, the creator of the Shakespearean >tagc
of fixed architecture. mspired by Renaissance models. And
the rc>uh'? Ami-allusion ism was shown to be only a seeming
antithesis. especially if we view it through the eyes of an
actor fo rced to play in an historically accurate but "mute"
surrounding which neither supported him nor established

acti\e contuct with him.

under certain circumstances. I con\lantly and Stubbornly
hn1e tried to gauge the disproportaon of forces between the
anificial reality of theatre and "rea l" reality; '"' aciUal
conslr\Jction juxtaposed to the background of "artificially"
pnan1ed trees in Tire De1il's Wall or the photomontage in
The Tales of Hoffmann: stereometriC forms and film
prOJCCuon (more prccasely a l.ancuc monmge) m Astray:
mob1le Renaissance architecture "ath a landscape pamung
placed at atS center m the 195-1 production of Rtgoleuo. All
of these anemp" ha>e one thmg m common artifice.
emphatic artifice as a foundation for ahe bualdmg of a scenic
1magc. Such consciously contmed ""Illusion·· can ne1er
result m diSillUSionment and re1cal the falsenc" of thmgs.

And \\e can contmuc the dialectic from Antoine and
Stanisla1sky to their antitheses in the constructi,ists. Cra1g.
and the deSigner> of the Bauhaus. However paradoxical II
may sound. antitheses can be antitheses only when they
ha\e at lea:,t one pomt of contact m common. Othemt~
they miss each other cnurely. In fact. placmg 1llusiomsm
and anti-lllu>~Onlsm mto opposition is entirely pomtlcss.
The measure of th1s mistake is the actor. An antiillusionistic stage compels him to represent everything the
stage itself is unable to represent: it compels him to
strengthen illusionism. After a ll , the actor is the single
indispensable clement of theatre: he carries within him the
potential and the necessity for his transformation into n
dramatic character, the basic element of illusionism.
I know all this today. But I was once an ami-illusionist.
and then an illus1onist: now I'd rather speak of suggestion,
which is the1r point of contact, suggestion based on
transformation. And that's where I see the fundamental
d11Tcrence bct\\CCO the old illusionistic theatre and today·s
theatre. rm not antcrested in making a burning bush or an
erupting 1 olcano on stage. '" creaung an illusion of realny.
but in ackno\\ Iedgmg the reality of theatrical elements.
which can be tran .. formed nonmaterially 1nto almo!>l
anything. 1"1c called them ..space in space." For years th1s
possab1lity of infinite transformation has fascinated me, as
has the search for the real, authentic, and inh erent
reality of the stage.
The stage floor. the proscenium arch, the ceiling. and the
relation;h1p of stage and audience space-these function
merely as determinants of dramatic space. its external
resources that define it and demarcate it optically. But what
is pla)·ed out w uhin this space? No one became more
tborou~hl) 1n1ohcd wuh these problems than Vlastisla1
Hofman At the time "hen his work \\35 peaking. he sol1cd
them wuh ob1 IOU' urgency in the dramatizatiOn of
Do>toyevsky's CrimP and Pumshmenr and The Idiot. as
\\ell as m Solocho1 's D11tressed Earth. Hofman revealed
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the side section of structures and doubled the proscenium
arch, thereby doubly emphasiling that transparent wall
stretched across the proscenium arch, behind which the
dramatic characlerS lhc as though unseen. In so doing, be
posed the question of space in space in its most elemcnlal
form, although it would remain a question of Sialic space.
In Vitezslav Nczval's play Today the Sun Still Sets on
Atlantida (1956), I added a secondary black proscenium
arch graphically reinforced by horizontal lines in
perspective to create what seemed to be a second stage
terminated by an obviously painted cyclorama . In The
Queen ofSpades (1916), two scrim surfaces inclined toward
each other, with a tranSparent opening into farther space.
One of these surfaces, covered with projected drapery,
functioned as a ceiling, the second as a raked floor, c\-cn
though it was not congruent with the actual s1age floor. I
1alk about this problematical matter in such deL1il in order
to make it clear that I never forgot that a proscenium s1age
has a floor, a poria I (that is, a proscenium arch), and ceiling,
and that these are its only real clements- this is also why I
always usc them as my starting point In the undcn.t.anding

of these three realities lies the secret of dramatic and
production space.
I've always been an advocate of the pro.ceniwn slage
because it is the most theatrical space available; moreover,
the routine transformation of theatre into mere spcclllcle
isn't readily possible in it. Although neither the National
lbeatre in Prague nor most European theatres arc suilable
places for experiment or for truly modem theatre- for a
fully satisfying interplay of all components or essential
progress in basic clements, like light and sound--one
simply has to take their form into account and put new
elements into old conlaincn. Europe "-on 't be tearing down
its historic theatre>, nor will it build new theatres in large
numbcn, and so "'-c have to keep seeking new >-ariations for
the functions of old theatre space- at least until a new
space is created, as I shall suggest.
Dramatic space has the same characteristics as a poetic
image. Its imcpamblc property is the fictional space of an
imaginary swgc that reaches beyond the physical stage in all
directions. Dramatic space is protean in its mutability of
size and identity. Opposing this dynamic space, then, is the
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only a few specific design approaches and their
repetition in more or less novel variations.

actual, static theatre space, functional space, whose specific
type is determined by the relation of stage and audience:
proscenium space, central space, thrust space, variable
space. So-called new types of space are merely imprecise
rcconstl'Uctions of historical prototypes- imprecise because
of their almost inevitable placement indoors, if for
no other reason.
1beatre space has been deprived of imaginative power,
of an uninterrupted freeing of the spectator's fantasy.
Should the border bel\\~ stage and audience continue to
be strictly maintained, or is it possible to do away with this
division and situate the production within a single
undivided space, in which- in extreme cases-there might
be an indiscriminate mixing of actors and spectators? It
seems to me we are constantly groping around a cursed
concept, "theatre" space.
If a characteristic of theatre is the act of transformation,
which converts a stage into a dramatic space, an actor into a
dramatic character, and a visitor into a spec~1tor, then even
theatre space, architectonically speaking, must achieve a
higher qualitative level and be transformed. After all, it's
not a matter of theatre space, but of the space for a
production, therefore production space, and that is
fundamentally different from theatre space.
Theatre space is a familiar schema, to which a
production is supposed to subordinate itself even at the
cost of becoming deformed. And if we continue to be
preoccupied merely with theatre space, we'll be solving
something that in its very foundation is not concrete.
We'll be trying to modernize an old architectonic type
with new external elements, without ever touching the
real heart of the problem. Production space, on the other
hand, gets its dimensions from the dramatic work and its
inner fo rces-time, rhythm, movement, suggestion,
intangible energy . Though intangible, they are
nevertheless real, in the way sound waves determine the
curved contour of a concert hall.
Production space is a place of conOict, and the static
nature of theatre, irtheritcd from tradition, is no longer
acceptable. Proscenium space is only one of the possible
spatial configurations of production space, as the
amphitheatre of antiquity or the Elizabethan theatre were
other restrictive variants. That's why there arc so many
difficulties with Shakespearian leXlS, which, if put on our
stages, undergo an act of forced deformation. Equally bard
to solve is the problem of staging ancient or medieval
drama, because our contemporary theatre admits

An atelier-theatre, which, as I see it, I'll no longer sucoccd
in building, would be an architectonically neulral space and
would make possible a different relationship between
audience and stage for every production. Its ground plan
would be a rectangle, surrounded by galleries on several
levels connected in the corners by vertical communication
sys~. 1bese galleries would have several functions; they
would serve the technical operations of lighting and
projections as well as the entrances of actors; and if the
productioo "'CIC taking place on the entire stage floor level of
production space, the galleries could be used to scat
spectators. By moving these galleries along their transverse
axes you could change the proportions of the rectangle of
production space. Most of the spectators would be seated on
mobile seating units, each one holding about one hundred
people, which would move on cushions of air and be easily
arranged around the performance areas and readily change
their angle of seating. And aU this could be done during the
course of the play. If the nature of a given play required it, the
collective seating modules could in fact be removed from the
audience area with the spectators or without them and return
again when needed (Not to mention what an ideal security
measure they would be in the event of a fue.)
Even the foyer could be included as a parallel dramatic
or supplemental space, by installing in it an exhibit of
pictures relevant to the play being done, or by playing
certain kinds of recorded music, and so on.
1be fly space would be located in an optin1al part of the
production space. The proscenium lowers and bridges
would not be fixed, so that the proscenium portal could
have a variety of forms and dimensions; it wouldn't always
have to be parallel with a frontal axis; it could be eliminated
entirely. The stage traps would also serve as elevators for
transporting stage pallets for individual productions as well
as for special pallets- for instance, a small pool, or a
turntable. The stage traps would lead to special storage
spaces which would be connected to the scenographic and
costume shops in which the entire production would receive
its finishing touches. Otherwise, the specialized theatre
workshops, as well as the central stOrage spaces, would be
located at sites other than the alelier. I would not complicate
the stage floor with traditional heavy stage machinery;
instead, I would make use of ligh t, mechanized
scenographic components.
Scenography makes sense o nl y when it becomes an
instrument in the hands of a director, when it becomes a
space for inspiration, a k ind of technical and design
plaything. Production space should be a kind of piano, on
which it is possible to improvise, to test out any idea
whatever, or to experiment with the relationship among
various components. Only so, by means of concrete
expeohnent, is it possible for everyone's words and creative
ideas to share the same objective reality.
This new technology in the new studio ought not to
flaunt itself. The spectator should be unaware of it, ju.st as
be is when watching a magician perform hls magic.
And lheatre ought to be a place of magic. Nothing from
life can be transferred intact into the theatre; we must
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always create a theatrical reality and then fill it with the
dynamics of life. In that principle lies one of the essences of
modem art. There was a time when I considered Mallanne's
graphic poems and Apollinaire's calligraphy as mere games
to fill empty hours. And yet they represented the highest
possible efforts towards a purification of elements, towards
a rejection of conventional expressive accretions, towards
an artistic evolution in the direction of synthesis. These
were precisely chosen, deliberate words revealing an
economy suggesting that the words were to be carved in
stone tablets but were instead broken up into letters
arranged in a graphic pictorial layout. A picture confronted,
completed, and heightened by words-or words heightened

cour.>e, every phenomenon-if it is not to be a mere static
fact-must be observed in the flow of time. And time is
expressed through change. Not mechanical change, but
change as the flowing current of a lively imagination, like
the clouds above a landscape that never acquire substance,
never become a solid spatial form. Inspiration carne from
music, from Proust, and from Bergson. This special
perception of change-as a fluid current- was taken as its
own by the visual symphony of film, and taken as its own
even by theatre. We, too, adopted this image of an unbroken
stream, but we replaced its coherence with changeable and
variously oriented layers so that its flow on the stage did not
become monotonous, so that it could be modified in order to

mesh w ith the tripartite nature of time-its past, present,
and future, which, indeed, found their point of intersection
on our stage.
And we are back to theatre space, polyscenic space. But
polysccnic-ness docs not merely mean simultaneity or the
indication of several actions occurring concurrently in
several distinct places. Polysccnic-ness is an expression of a
free and many-sided time-space operation, in which one and
the same action is observed from several optical and
ideational angles which set cause and effect next to each
other and take their measure. Polysccoic-ness means a
visible joining and severing of these "axes," these
relationships- a breaking up of the linear continuity
of a theatre action, and its transformation into
separate events or moments.

by form. This evolution of word as well as of form resulted
in a still further significance. Purification-the tendency
toward simplification and elimination of non-essentials- is
one of the typical and general signs of modern art. I
followed it intensely in the hope that by this path I
might arrive at a true synthesis of essential clements
in new relationships.
The basic difference betwoen the synthetic theatre of the
'30s and our efforts at the end of the '50s and '60s was in
fact right here: E.F. Burian, for example, wanted to achieve
synthesis by erasing the boundaries between individual arts,
to create a new homogeneous form from analytically
dispersed elements. We, on the other ba.nd, insisted on a
purity of discrete elements, with their impressionistic union
to be completed in the eye and mind of the spectators. Of
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emouonal con' cntlon .... th.: C\prc"wn
uf ,, hu:h "c: u,c:d to \."'311 a "ccrcmon~ .""
,pectlic311). 3 tamohar foil.. ccrcmon)
The goal of our crcatnc \\Orl \\3~
al\\3>' elementary theatre. nothmg but
the ,imple't of "mphcouc-. Radok
ah'a}' rCJU'cnarcd cercmomc'\: he

''antctl to cn:Jh! nc'' cmbo(hmcnl.s for
1hem. "htch "ould be 'ttal and
communu.::ablc at nn)' gaH!n moment I
recall. for e•amplc. ho" the matds m
1he 1/ou\e r1j B~numla 1/l>a (1967)
'embbcd lhC Ooor and >Ct up the chmr:..
They touched them and "'11 on them lor
n moment. the "ay people do when
working. AI that moment they \\ere
suddenly transformed into a >ti ll li fe in
a portrait >tudoo. The :,clung for this
drama. in which C\ t.:n a bd I und a voice
were gc>Llii'CS, had 10 have a precise
demarcaLion wi1hin the white walls of n black house. The
walls didn't merely demonstrate 1hat the house i' i>olatcd
from the res1 of the world: they played an important and
acLivc role in the acou>tie> of the pct·formancc. Acoustics
must pro'e as malleable a\ spminl proronions or projected
images. S1eps and work notses were produced "ith great
lidelity and precisely graded mLen,ity. The ;ound of hate
and dissensoon \\aS capiUred 111 the cra\h of an tronbound
\\OOdcn bucket against the wooden gale of the stable.
Prectscl} a1 that momenl 1hc ducetor su>pended the
dialogue and let 1he sound of the metal tim nOll\ erbal
"speech" rc,onaLe 10 H•. end. lie also u\Cd sound to
reinforce the p1crcong of \1aruno·, palm by a needle in
order 10 e'oke an image of blood and hatred. The space had
10 pro,ide a dtiTerem "color:mon"to the sound of the steps
"hich walked the house at n1gh1. a d1fferent one to
the singing of har-e,ICT\ re1Urn1ng from the
field>. and ano1her 10 the \Ound of the people
from the \lllagc.
The "ails could muffic and dcncct e'ery :.ound from
1heir imerior as \\ell as mtcnstfy or cmpha\ile disturbong
sound, from \\ 11h0u1. With hghung. the walls could acquire
an expres:.l\e texture or become tnstantly smooth.
Interacting with hghung and the actor. they could create a
panicularly striking e1Tcc1: a figure pressed agaon:.t the wall
and ill uminated by inerea\ingly inten\C ray' of light falling
nex110 her began to darken. When a white rcctunglc of light
is projec1cd 01110 a gray surface. 1he rest of the surface
opucally darkens. In Benwrtla Alb" I mere ly chose
Lhe opposite approach.
At other times. I was faced with the problem of moving
large objects on stage. llow to avoid having the
orchestral ion of such movemen" \Cern mechanic•tl.
insufficiently \ariablc. or merely repeti tive e'en when they
were fundamental and any changes would be impo:.sible.
unlhinkable "ithout them? The wo"t that can happen is the
breakdo"n of a\atlablc resources "hen you try 10 do too
much a1 once: for example. prOJCCIIOn\, the mo' emenl of
obJects. plus the tmpo,llton of e\lemal dctatl>. It'., ah,ays
necessary to e'Labhsh from the stan a detinue pnnciple of
restricuon. to make the ,cenery and the furnnurc
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But any proccS\, if il is 10 be perceivable. must be
dt\ldcd 11110 dcfintlc. deliberate cycles with a precise
rhythm. And 'o one da) \\C found ourselves considering the
problem of pau'e'. tnlcrrmssions. breaks of \\hatever kind
m the Otm of acuon. "luch are "' necessaf) 111 theatre as
lhC)' arc m mu\IC'. \\here rests arc as necessar) as notes:
re'" arc '"'tru.ncnl\ of aruculatton in 1ha1 they help
organi/C and cmrha\1/C mUSICal pallcms. In thealrc, if a
pau'c ha' a prcci\CI) calculated lcnglh. 11 can hctghLcn
dramatiC 1cn"on and become a dramauc fac1. The
cffectl\cnc" of pau'c' depends. of course. on their
placement m the current of the action. and also on 1heir
frcqucnc) Therefore. "e carefully placed pauses \\here
1hc} \\Ould dramaucally rcmforce coherence. A' a resuh.
drama 'topped b.:mg a cond111on and became a process.
T tmc and rh) thm acquucd a prcc1>e. almos1 Langtble
quahl} ,\nd I 'uddcnl} rcahLcd 1hc true sense of Paul
Idee·, a''cn10n: "J\n 'hould not ptclurc 1he \isible. bUI
ma~c 1hc '"""blc \1\lble. "htch mean:. that it must
lran,latc the \\Orld 1n1o nc" ptclonal la\\S or principles.
ln,lcad of Lhe phenomenon of a tree. brool. or ro:.c. \\e are
more IOICrC\ICd In rc\Caltng the grO\\Ih. no\\, and
biO\'>{>mmg "htch take' place w11h1n them."
Klcc·, ob,cl'\atton :.hould apply to theatre as "ell. if il
"am' 10 be u 'ahd an of the mcnueth ccmury. An eiTccuve
rhythm of the dramaue process ames lrom alternating the
complex nnd the \lmplc. and on revealing the complexity
bcnea1h a stmple "'rf\tcc. Hut all Lhis \\OUid be pointless if
th" proccS\ wt.:rcn't capable of resonating in the
ctm,ctou,ne" of Lhc >p;:ctator. If \\C dtd not believe in this
n.:~o,onancc and 'en ~rtc of idcnti ficauon bct\veen spectator and
dramauc nclum. "e \\OUid ha\C 10 gl\e up hope of even
parttally revenllnl> "hat art IS. and mstcatl pursue mere
cuhural education If our ''ork ''to ha\C mean mg. we must
count 1111 ha'"'l! an equal panncr m our public. We depend
ton 'pectaiOT\ 10 "hum"" don't ha'e to explam the story of
Romeo .md Juhcl. <If llamlet. bccau-c the> all kno" 11.
h'' ncce"JI). then. not mercl) to tllu\lralc a literary
Le\1. but 10 tran,form 11 crcall\cl} mlo specilic theatrical
elcmcnl' II mean' addmg to the lrlad of Fau-Sign·
/_nwtumul < tM' c:ntwn the three I joming of facts and
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Rosla!ld. Cyrano de Bergerac. NatioNJI Theatre, Pragw•. /974. Dir: M. Mac!t.til•k.
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homogeneous elements, capable of disappearing at the right
moment. It's also essential to weigh minutely the
significance of the setting's every detail, which means
starting with the detail and fanally returning to reappraise it
with the whole in mind. This is the only way to be certain
that the whole is properly composed in its larger strokes.
1 often begin wilh a simple drawing to capture an
"image" of the scene with a mere few lines. The result is a
caricature-like abbreviation, emphasizing the characteristic
features of a scene. Such a drawing will reveal the excessive
details that can infiltrate a dramatic production. And it's just
this abundance and excessiveness that you must guard
against, whether its sowcc is the author's s11ge directions,
the director's concept, or the producer's bias. You mustn't
merely fulfill commissions and try to please. You must
stubbornly search for what all the clements have in
common, what is possible to unify in an eloquent but still

even lead to a paradexical situation in which suddenly and
unexpecledly a quality emerges that was seemingly negated
by this spontancow proc:ess. In theatre no one has, nor will
ever have, the luxury of testing his experiment safely in a
laboratory where it is possible to undo misll](es. Before the
war, experiments occurred mostly in small semiprofessional theatres, in front of an audience prepared for
experiments . Only from there were such experiments,
already tested, adopted into the established theatres. Aller
the war, it was the complete opposite: experiments took
place on the large stage of the Theatre of the Fil\h of May
and then in the National Theatre; only aflerward did they
tra\-.:lto provincial theatres, often, unfortunately, as foolish
imitations irrelevant to the plays at hand. Contrary to all
rules, quality changed into quantity.
There was a fashionable wave of multiple projection
screens and curtains of light, of shadow images behind

single form. Of course, I am writing of that stage of my
work which would be impossible without the
prior experiences with Latcrna Magika. (Sec chapter
on "Latema Magilca.")

proscenium arches spanned with scrim, of blue triangles on
the cyclorama or stairs cutting through the stage floor to
lead into the orchestra pit, as if Vlastislav Hofman hadn't
already given stairs a defmitively precise spatial form and a
precise dramatic funcllon. Then various constructions of
raw wood took the place of stairs. Fashion or modishness
simply doesn 'I have a logical evolution; perhaps 11 doesn't
have any C\'Oiution at all. II has no goal in the future; it's a
mere shifting of tastes. But the vagaries of fashion can
never be an argument against experiment, because they are
two completely different phenomena.
The postwar period has had an opposite evolutionary
direction from the past. Postwar scenic experiment
correlated with the condition and potential of technology
existing outstdc the theatre . II could grow only from a
strong economic foundation, from a wide circle of
collaborators and from fmancial security, which enabled
experiment to achieve at least a relative degree of deftnition
and fmish. In short, experiment today requires more than
paper, burlap, paints, a ladder, and enthusiasm unsupported
by knowledge and exactness. Traces of dilettantism must
also be eliminated from the fanal form because the technical
clement of cxpcnment, like a sudden burst of light, reveals

Experiment in the theatre is the same as intervention mto
a living organism. Such experiment or intervention nt\'er
occurs in the isolation of a single clement. II prompts
movement in the entire structure, and the reaction and its
extent are unpredictable. The start of one of my experiments
was the idea of a rubbery imitation of grillwork; the end
was the reality of a wall that could be walked through,
composed of droplets of water. Intermediate steps involved
experiments with gas and a screen of light. A logical
evolution led from one step to the other almost according to
physical laws, but an unexpected by-product appeared: a
black floor began to look gray under intense light, which tn
tum prompted the need to create a grate-like surface to
restore its black appearan ce. That led to lighting from
below, but lighting from below resulted in a problem of
reflection ... Something like a chain reaction begins, in
which everything shifts, new relations arc created, new
forms of the most varied clements. Such chain reactions can
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A registration, which would certainly not lead to a stylistic
norm, would bring into scenography a sense of system,
which always goes band in band with economy-economy
not only in terms of finances but also time; above all,
however, in terms of artistic effect, of quality. Filmmakers
and television workers immediately grasp every technical
improvement; they count on it. As soon as it became
possible, they started to work with color, stereophonic
sound, wide angle images, and montage effects. Meanwhile,
in the theatre, we have a constant, inexplicable confusion of
technical elements with artistic clements. Stage designers
arc forced into a never-ending process of discovery a.n d
simultaneous suppression of their discoveries. Why? Merely
to satisfy contemporary demands for "art" and originality at
any price. No one seems to reali7.c that such an unending
process, at a minimum, limits the possibility of thinking
through any experiment and giving it systematic validity.
Of course, every new technical element represents only a
fragment of the technical foundation needed by all

every imperfection and lack of precision.
Yet, despite all lhese basic requirements, our lheatre at
home lacks !he basic investment principles for any sort of
experiment. Everything I've ever done has in fact been
borrowed from exhibitions, prolonging the exhibitions'
short-term investments into theatrical life. That's why I
worked on Latema Magika and on Polyekran. I could never
have actualized either on a theatre budget. But as soon as
exhibitions lhemselves became repetitious I stopped doing
them. As far as Laterna Magika is concerned, we try to
squeeze the most from what we have, but unless someone in
authority realizes that it's impossible to keep this sort of
operation running for thirty years on the basis of its initial
outfitting, we'll be forced to end even Latema Magika.l
Scenography has always lived from borrowings, which
isn't so bad. What's worse is that it still lacks a basic
registration of its resources, somelhing which is routine in
technology and which Bertoli Brecht strove for in his day.
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moments the wall became transparent. at other tames it
funchoned as a rrurror or as a projechon surface on which a
character would sec himself, his own image evoked by
memories and the way he imagined himself to be. The
interplay of these three elements the glass wall, ats almost
imperceptible movement, and hght-obviated any
need for a separate abstract tmage to communacate an
impression of space.
The greatest problem of a mirror on stage is to be there
when it's needed, and disappear once it fulfills its task. The
glass wall, which rcnectcd a person, e'"n made at possible
to sec behind the wall and also to project images which
wiped outlhc mirroring clTect.
No designer is subject to as much pressure and
restrictaon as a sc:enographer. llis fate is to waat lie does
not have the possibihty of free choice as a paanter or
sculptor docs. A theme is simply gaven to him and he must
subordinate himself to it. It's like pressure from opposing
directions: the idtas that be want< to embody, and the ideas
that he must embody If the acsthebc function dommates in
most design areas, an stage desagn it takes second place to
prdctical function, to serving the play and the actors, serving
the overall drama tic quality. And at the same time, the
scenographer must be preparing himself for his future work;
be can't allow himself to wait to soh" problems until the
moment be is thrust before them.
The relatio n between direction and scenography is
extraordinar ily important; more precisely, between the
director and the seenographcr I always try to take into
account all the human charactenstacs of my partner, his
inventaveness as well as his rcacltons, if we come to a
connict of altitudes or opinions. Collaboration usually
involves two contrasting phases: the work on the production
and the climate ancr its conclusion A production appears
before the public as a fact to be responded to m and of
it;;elf, v. athout regard to its past, its possibility of furtbcr
development, or the separate contributions of its creators. If
we arc not aware of lhc evolution of a production, how can
we recognize where the work of one creati,•e component
ends and where the work of another begins, where one
exceeds the other, where dareclton penetrates into
scenography and the opposite?
In the first phase of a collaboration there has to be a
mutual interest in the production, a desire to give it one's
best lo the second phase human nature begins to dominate,
and sometimes a chrcctor may perhaps even decide to do
without scenography in the next production. Working for so
many years in the theatre, I've come to view this cycle as a
necessity, so as to be able to explain the waves which
alternate between an emphasis on scenography and its
suppression. These waves repeat themselves almost
regularly, and their reasons don't really change very much.
They include a certain inner movement within art, as well
an inner movement of human, social tendencies to which art
is exposed. In 1948 we worked out the queshon of the
relallon of scenography and direchon for the first time, at
the end of the '50s for the second time, at the end of lhc
'60s for the third time. The issue emerges with almost
mathematical regularity every ten years. The reasons need
not be merely feelings of competition, but also a

scenographers. People, presumably in lhc interest of theatre,
take up arms against its industrialit.ation, to which
experiment allegedly leads. No one speaks of a fear of
theatrical dilettantism! But it is impossible for theatre to
remain totally behind in technical ad•ancements without
becoming a museum.
What is the source of lhc conflicting attitudes regarding
technology and its function in theatre? Most people see
technology only in terms of machinery. I went throug)l this
phase myself. lo its essence, however, theatre technology is
active and capable of dramatic action, even when that
technology is "non-tech nical." lo fact, I've come to the
conclusion that technology can even be intangible, as it was,
for example, in the production of Gombrowicz's The
Wedding (1968).lts changes oflocale, their thorough-gomg
trans formation, could never be accomplished by theatrical
machinery- traps, nics, turntables, moving belts, and
wagons. For the required dream-like dastortion of reality I
used glass walls placed at a diagonal on the stage. At certain
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subconscious need to create a truthful accounting of results,
tO audit the mutual relations among individual components
with an eye 10 their rurthcr potcnhal, and to orient oneself in
the evolution to come.
It can even come to a den1al of scenographytheoretically- not in practice, unless theatre for some
incomprehensible reason ,.;shes tO self-destruct. It's enough
to think of one good example, say from Orson Welles' The
Trial: a huge waiting room in a railroad station, and
somewhere in the middle of it a desk and chair. An office. I
challenge anyone to express this atmosphere, its basic
feeling, as immedialely, concentratedly, and essentially by
any means other than those of a slagc setting. Any means
other than those of scenography simply don 'I exist.

But what form and what color do good and evil have and
bow arc lbcy related? Just as I was searching for the right
form and color for the scene, so its principles began fonning
almost on their own, without my interference and often
against my will. Signs of duality appeared in my proposals
sooner than I was able to realize lbcir implications or defme
them. Finally, a whole emerged, a circle, broken into two
parts whiCh obviously belonged togelbcr eveo though lbcy
were placed so as to touch like two half-circles only at the
midpoint of lbcir circumference. It was a circle and a whole
which ceased being a whole but became two separate parts
without denying their mutual affinity. Then I proceeded to
add stairs to these half-circles and created from them two
acting areas that touched at a sharp angle- the kings • space
and the space of Barak's workshop. The latter was placed
under the lower slab and its interior was revealed when the
lower segment lif\cd up. i\tthe same time, this entire scenic
construction was not a symbol, nor did it function as a
symbol. In fact, it was merely a scrap of the play, a
resonance of its idea cleansed of all details, something the
play itself couldn't say in as elegant an abbreviation. It was
something only a designer can express.
The play itself ended with this simplified image. But I
still bad a furlbcr, essential problem. Baralc and his wife, rid
of her shadow, stood confronting each olbcr on a diagonal,
because a spatial diagonal is optically the greatest
achievable distance on a stage. And this distance was

And still another collCeptual point: if a given work is tO
contain diametrically opposing and uninterchangeable
thematic elements, a way must still be found to join such
elements at a deeper level. For a production of Richard
Strauss's Die Fraw Ohne Schatten at Covent Garden in
1967, I made thirty scenic proposals, tlurty illustrations of
almost imperceptible and yet undcruably cx1stmg aesthetic
laws. And somehow lbcy all related to human nature, even
though I wasn't fully aware of 11. Die Fraw Ohne Schatten is
a fable of a person who sold her soul and with it her
humanity. As in every fable, the world of good and the
world of evil are thrust intO direct contrast.
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suddenly spanned by a ~hadow like a bridge across a cha>on.
hkc the touch of a hand The spectator could see both the
substance and the intang1bihty of a shado\\ "h1ch one could
walk across. It used to be common practice 10 have n real
brodge in this scene. I waJIIed a real shadow. But how tO do
it'! If a character stood on a m1rrored surface and "as
illuminated. the shadow "ould be lost. It \\OUid be a strange
v isi on o f the world. the kind one sees in a Van Gogh
picture. And that was my staning point for so)\·ing the
problem. But a mirrored stage noor ruled out any son of
projecti on. which I needed for my type of leaf-shaped
projecti on sc ree ns . Mo reover. o m irrored noor when
Illuminated would ha\e been rramfonned into such a srrong
renccting surface that the torrent of light \\Ould ha'e
n ooded the entire s tage. And on top of that. an cn11re
mirrored noor made it impossib le to lose and regain a
shadow. "hoch w11s understandably essennal for the "hole
play. It didn't even allow for l\\0 people to stand ne.o to
each other and have one of them be shadow less. At the
same time. the play of shadows had to be distincti\c and
actual: there "as no room here for any sort of '"let·~
pretend."" The problem \\as like the dangerous reefs inherent
in the dual roles o f a designer and n director.
To create the first type of shadow (the .. bndgc'"). it wa,
enough to install a S}Stcm of blac~ 'cneuan bhnd shunc~
in the risers of the sta irs. But in addition to this g1gan11c
shadow 1 needed an instrument which could instantly create
an actual shadow and in another onstant ehmonate 11. The
only resource "1th thiS capabihl) 1; light and the surface 11
strikes: a combination ofdiiTuscd light from belo" a spec1al
nooring "ith strong. sharply aon1cd lighting above. The
)O\\Cr light. a1med up t0\\3rd the 0) space Ill \\hich II

di<nppeared without creating parasttic light or weakening
the ontensity of any proJections. pas..cd through a graung of
blac~ Steel stnp$ laid at nght angles to each other. on "ho:.e
sufficiently wide edge~ the actors were able to "alk. The
shadows cast by the upper light were caught on the \enocal
surfaces of the graung and could be w oped out at an}
moment by the light from belo\\ In effect. a noor of
th os sort of grating cannot become gray from
intensive lighting. as happened to me with the black
carpet in Tyl"s Drahnmira; on the contrary. the
greater the ontensot} of the lighting. the darker
this noor become.
A\ far as the leaf-shaped screen;" ere concerned. I
had ne\ er rea loud hO" difficult II is lO !'I tnt In)
abstract form other than a geometroc one. A
vegetative form a lways seems to >uggest reahty. even
if that real it) suggesll> something hke a coral cliff or
an amoeba . Out a proJected geometric 1mage didn "t
blend well '"th a 'egetati\C screen. The screen
didn"t give the projected image a form but was
mere I) its rassi'e earroer; 11 was CO\ ered and
dosappeared under it. The moM "e had "a' a contact
but never on ontcrplDy of deloberatcly shaped
surfaces. even though a 'egetatove screen actually
facolotates a \patial onterplay . \\ 1th these screen> I
wa; also able to \eflf) some elementar} rules of
desogn fo r the stage. such as the interaction of
colored abstract compO\IIIOn on a te\lurcd 'urfacc .
All my lofe J"ve as~cd myself quesuons . \\hy os 11
to project only onto 'olod surface~ and not
onto a mobole cluster of lone\. on fragmcntar~
ncccs~ary
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surfaces, or on St1cks or rod>'! Why isn't it possible
to inrroduce ligh 1 into their layers as well as onto
their surface? I experimented with the possibility of
the permeability of two projected images which
mtersected in _space, struck each other at a right angle, and
one Iiterally penetrated the other. I tested further
possibilities of add it" e colored lighting. I attempted to
construct a light-absorb•ng de' 1cc I have spent my life
searching for ne\\ and nc"er soluuons and progressively
rc' ealed their possi biliues and hmnauons. Let me repeat
that a secnographer mustn't allo" h1mself to sohc tasks
onl) at the moment he is standmg m front of them; they \\ill
surely outrun his unprepared th1nkmg and knowledge. I
simply don't believe in gemus that can mstantly adapt to
any problem whatever.
I do believe in the results of an ab1hty to perceive events
and activity around one, in the ab1lity to gather within

oneself the most 'ancd Information and st1muh and to
use them at the appropriate moment. Moreo,er. I'm
con' inccd that no problems can be handled by merely
walking around their edges; it is necessary to penetrate to
their essence even at the cost of temporary dc>truction
or negation, wh1ch may even be a necessary
antipole and consequence of any attempt
to configurate space.
1 ha\e m mind an empty stage. (I am convinced that It's
al\\ays necc"ar) to start from that which IS normall)
thought to be nothmg. because that son of "nothmg'" on
stage s1mpl) doesn't ex1>1.) Stage space is a fact that e<~sts
in and of 1tself prior to the play and outside the play. And
perhap; that is the fundamental problem: to make of that
space an empty ;pace. It's far more difficult than erecting a
normal setting. And then, tO make an empty space, perhap;
a blue space. Nothmg more. I emphasize '"tO make'' because
it"s possible to take a board and cover it with black paint,
but it's also possible to take that same board and make of it
a painting which wi ll be called "B lack Paint."
It's exact ly the sa me with space. Color is a
reality and space is a reality, and it is doubly so
with dmmatic space.
And so, indeed, I ha\C al"ays kept returning. searchmg,
and d•sput1ng \\llh myself: there have been but \el) few
bnef moments \\hen I ha\e had the feeling that I kne"
something prec1sel). But one thing I truly kno" \\ell: the
stage 1s an mstrumcnt, as perfect an instrument as a p1ano.
An mstrument on "h1ch it is possible to play Chopm. and
fall from the heavens; or Beethoven, and grief
the stars
"ill acquire form and substance; or Mahler. or Orff, or
Gershwin. On stage it is possible to play anything. And
play it beautifully.
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